
TandoStone®

Premium Exterior  
Siding Panels

The #1 brand of composite  
stone with its unique Tando 
TruGrit™ texture gives the  
feel and low-gloss look  
homeowners desire. 

Rigid panels that install  
fast and easily with  
standard siding tools. 

The high tech composite  
construction of TandoStone  
make it impervious to  
moisture, allowing  
installation at ground  
level and in any weather.

TandoShake™

The original and most  
iconic shake on the market.

Tando offers the broadest  
range of profiles with wood  
grain textures that mimic  
the true hand crafted  
appearance of wood  
shakes. Choose from a  
wide palette of popular 
colors that add instant  
curb appeal to any home.

Beach House Shake®

The authentic  
composite shingle.

Beach House Shake will  
look like freshly milled  
or gently weathered  
Western Red or Eastern  
White cedar for decades  
after its been installed  
with no deterioration  
and no upkeep,  
guaranteed by our  
20-year “Beautiful  
Freedom” limited warranty.

Iron Woods®  
Vanish Rainscreen
Iron Woods Vanish  
Rainscreen cladding brings  
a new found elegance and 
state of the art design to 
commercial and residential 
building and construction.  

The Vanish Rainscreen  
siding profile and clip  
design provides horizontal 
and vertical ventilation to  
promote drainage and drying 
of the exterior wall system. 
The Vanish System also  
eliminates the appearance  
of exposed fasteners and 
maintains the aesthetic  
beauty of the wood finish.

Iron Woods®  
Garapa Gold Decking
Iron Woods Garapa is a 
durable, well performing 
alternative to Ipe.  Garapa is 
more affordable option with 
similar strength and durability 
characteristics as Ipe. It offers 
an attractive, honey-golden 
brown color that will darken 
slights with exposure to UV 
light.

Iron Woods Garapa Gold is  
a premium grade hardwood 
featuring 100% clear  
heartwood. It is available  
in a variety of decking and 
dimensional lumber sizes

Iron Woods® 
Ipe Decking
Iron Woods Ipe is a Brazilian  
species recognized for its 
unrivaled strength, beauty, 
and resistance to decay.  
Ipe is a top performing  
timber for both commercial 
and residential applications 
and is often specified by 
architects for its strength and 
durability in harsh elements.

Iron Woods Ipe is a premium 
grade hardwood featuring 
100% clear heartwood. It is 
available in a variety of  
decking and dimensional 
lumber sizes.

Iron Woods®  
Cumaru Decking
Iron Woods Cumaru is a  
South American species  
featuring a slight reddish 
brown tone that is renowned 
for its durability and strength.  
Cumaru remains as the  
species of choice for  
boardwalks, bridges, and 
commercial projects requiring 
heavy timber dimensions.

Iron Woods Cumaru is a  
premium grade hardwood 
featuring 100% clear  
heartwood. It is available  
in a variety of decking and  
dimensional lumber sizes.

Iron Woods® Deck Tile 
and  Pedestal System
Deck tiles are an ideal  
solution for roof decks, patios, 
balconies, walkways, gardens, 
and more,  Made from Ipe  
or FSC certified Itauba, they 
can be installed on a variety 
of surfaces and elevation 
changes using our integrated  
pedestal options. 
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